Dictation, Transcription, Speech Recognition,
Computer-Assisted Coding & CDI Solutions

Computer-Assisted
Coding
Solutions
Fusion CAC provides a path to better documentation and expert
coding for smart revenue cycle management.

The Fusion Suite™

What is
the Fusion Suite?
The Fusion Suite is a series of healthcare software applications
designed to collect robust documentation from providers, deliver
better quality for patients, and optimize revenue management for
the entire organization.
Dictation & Transcription, Speech Recognition, Clinical
Documentation Improvement, Coding and Care Quality
Management and Reporting.
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Fusion CAC
Computer-Assisted Coding
Not all computer-assisted coding is made equally. Dolbey’s team of top
industry experts work with you every step of the way to deliver results.

Fusion CAC can code all patient types from a
single platform. The NLP software at the core of
Fusion CAC is designed to code charts using the
ICD-10-CM-PCS and CPT4 code sets. Coders can
realize productivity increases of 25% or more.
As regulatory code updates and best practices
change, Fusion CAC is tuned to adapt to maintain a
highly accurate outcome.

F

usion CAC™ is designed to enhance the
manual process of coding and CDI by
automating code suggestions at the point
of document creation. Fusion CAC presents
the coders with a list of preselected codes for
verification, producing a faster process with more
consistent results.

Fusion CAC was an early pioneer in computerassisted coding with implementations producing
tangible results from community hospitals to large,
multi-site health systems. This combination of
experience and innovation places you on the fast
track towards capturing the advantage from the
technology that is transforming medical coding.

Computer-Assisted Coding Solutions
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Sophisticated Reporting
For many, the process of coding incorporates several systems. This leaves
coding leadership with very few automated reporting tools.

W

ith Fusion CAC, you can report on
nearly every event that occurs in your
coding process. This new, innovative
approach to outcome analysis can
lead to smarter managerial decisions regarding
staﬀ, workflow, physician documentation and
revenue.
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The Dashboard gives you an at-a-glance view of
your backlog, completed charts and billed charts
in real time. For multi-site organizations, view
data from the top or focus on the detail of one
hospital or one group of users. Review statistics
of expected revenue daily as well as inpatient and
outpatient discharges. Drill down by day, by coder
or by patient account to review the history of
coding events and the system’s performance.

Benefits and Features
Having successfully implemented and proven the results of computerassisted coding, Dolbey is ready to introduce you to the next generation
of benefits from CAC. Innovative customers have added ideas and new
functionality. Fusion CAC has proven potential to dramatically enhance the
coding workflow by providing a more standardized and streamlined process
enabling coders to work smarter not harder.



Single Platform for All
Patient Types



Query Opportunity
Indicators



Code Suggestion Begins on
‘Day One’



Electronic Query Tools



Management Dashboard



CDI Integration



Interactive Edits



Concurrent Coding Ability



Automatic Suggestion of
Working DRG



Accepts Multiple Document
Type Formats

Flexible Automatic Workflow
for Coding CDI and QA



Integrates to Your Existing
Encoder



Computer-Assisted Coding Solutions
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Available Encoder &
Research Tools
One solution for everything your coders and CDI staﬀ need. The available
integrated encoder provides research, coding clinics, edits, groupers and
more!

N

ow, the most experienced ComputerAssisted Coding solution has an optional
built-in encoder; everything you need in
one single solution for coding and CDI.

This optional feature allows for you to replace or
use your existing encoder; however, the value of
the encoder has quickly changed with the advent
of CAC. Coders don’t start with blank screens; they
start with suggested codes that link into the chart
documentation.
Fusion CACe™ takes this experience to the next
level. Now, as coders validate the results of the
CAC solution, they have real-time exposure to edits
and reference material to better determine the
best code selection.
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Fusion CACe oﬀers a signature Research Pane
providing coders with reference material at their
fingertips, further refining the coding process.
This powerful tool is updated monthly to deliver
the most up-to-date information for confidence
in coding. Designed as a constant source of
reference support without interfering in the
coding process, the Research Pane provides as
much or as little assistance as your coders require.

Workflow from Start to Finish
The Fusion CAC solution is working for you while the patient is still
receiving care and continues working for you after final coding and billing.







Documentation
Improvement

Coding and
Analytics

Quality
Auditing

As soon as there are documents
in a patient chart, Fusion CAC is
already suggesting codes. CDI
work queues guide your staﬀ
to the patient accounts that
need their attention with an
automatic, suggested working
DRG.

As the core functionality of
Fusion CAC, coders benefit
from expert code suggestions
on day one. Faster, more
accurate coding leads to cost
savings and better case mix.

Meeting pre-ICD-10
productivity levels is an
important goal, but achieving
accuracy is an absolute
requirement. Fusion CAC
makes quality auditing easier
than ever before. Create audit
work queues based on your
own custom criteria. Fusion
CAC presents coded events
with queries, notes, codes and
documents for easy review.

Query physicians and append
chart notes for team members
all within one solution.

Leverage the advantage
of Fusion CAC’s AutoClose
capability to send simpler
outpatient accounts straight to
billing with 100% accuracy.

Computer-Assisted Coding Solutions
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Since 1914, Dolbey has been providing voice recording and document management
solutions designed to help healthcare organizations improve workflow, boost
productivity and increase profitability.
The Fusion Suite platform is Dolbey’s line of award-winning software products
that includes dictation, transcription, speech recognition, clinical documentation
improvement and computer-assisted coding technologies. Together they deliver an
end-to-end solution which creates more accurate reporting of critical data elements
and improves documentation, reimbursement and patient care.

How can we help you?
Find out how our award-winning solutions can add value
to your organization. Contact us or visit our website for
more information.
www.dolbey.com • info@dolbey.com • 800-878-7828

Fusion CAC™and Fusion CACe™ are trademarks of Dolbey Systems, Inc. Fusion Suite™ is a trademark of Dolbey and Company, Inc.
and Dolbey Systems, Inc. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners.
©2017, Dolbey Systems, Inc.
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